Rental Equipment:
Save Much With MEVA Service Packages

Save in many ways, don’t spend!
Checking and cleaning rental formwork before returning it to the provider can cost the contractor and construction site much work, time and money. If rental parts are also damaged, they must be sorted out, which costs even more time, may interrupt the workflow on the site and cause unplanned repair costs and time-consuming negotiations with the formwork provider.

You can avoid all this by adding a MEVA service package to your rental contract when concluding it. Depending on the service package you have chosen, it will cover the costs for checking, cleaning and repairing. You will have no extra work and no unplanned follow-up costs.

Choose from three packages ...
- RentalPlus – the all-in-one coverage
- Cleaning
- Cleaning and small repairs

... and enjoy the many benefits
- Planning and budgeting safety from the very start
- Less work and no time lost because MEVA will do the time-consuming cleaning and other work
- More space on the construction site because the rental equipment is returned immediately after its use
- Shorter rental periods and less rental costs
- No interruptions in the workflow
- Less staff required
- More efficiency, more satisfaction
RentalPlus – the all-in-one coverage

RentalPlus covers the costs for checking, cleaning and repairing the rental equipment.

Depending on the duration of the rental project, RentalPlus is charged at a certain rate per month or as a one-off total based on the inventory list price of the rental equipment. RentalPlus saves you time and money and frees you from work interruptions on the construction site. When you no longer need the rental equipment, simply send it back to MEVA. That’s all you need to do. No need for you to inspect, clean and repair the equipment on the construction site. MEVA will do all that time-consuming work.

The RentalPlus package covers:
- Functional and safety check of all returned parts
- Sorting out damaged parts
- Repair of all damage parts that can be repaired
- Cleaning of all parts and and final cleaning of the frame formwork
- Cleaning, regeneration and repair of the alkus all-plastic facing

The RentalPlus package does not cover the costs for parts that are lost or damaged beyond repair.

The advantages you will benefit from:
- Budgeting safety from the very start
- Shorter rental period and reduced rental costs since you can return the rental equipment directly after its use
- Less time, efforts, labour, staff and space required on the construction site and no work interruptions due to time-consuming material check, cleaning and repair
- No expensive and unplanned subsequent costs
- No time-consuming negotiations after the work is done
- You will always receive high-quality MEVA rental equipment that delivers optimum results because MEVA cleans the parts with industrial machinery applying ISO 9001-certified methods

MEVA RentalPlus: Free way ahead
- Less efforts and costs
- No time lost
- No subsequent negotiations
The cleaning package covers all costs for checking and cleaning the rental equipment.

The cleaning package is charged as a one-off flat rate based on the inventory list price of the rental equipment. The cleaning package does not cover repairs of the equipment after returning it. Such repairs are charged on a time and material basis.

The advantages you will benefit from:

- Shorter rental period and reduced rental costs since you can return the rental equipment directly after its use
- Less time, efforts, labour, staff and space required on the construction site and no work interruptions due to time-consuming material check and cleaning
- You will always receive high-quality MEVA rental equipment that delivers optimum results because MEVA cleans the parts with industrial machinery applying ISO 9001-certified methods

Covered by RentalPlus: Functional test, cleaning and repair of all rental parts.

Covered by RentalPlus: Final cleaning and conditioning of the facing.

Covered by RentalPlus: Repair and surface touch-up of the alkus all-plastic facing.

Covered by RentalPlus: Damaged sections of the alkus all-plastic facing are replaced and welded.
Cleaning and small repairs

The cleaning and small repairs package covers all costs for checking and cleaning the rental equipment as well as for the small repairs listed hereafter.

The cleaning and small repairs package is charged as a one-off flat rate based on the inventory list price of the rental equipment.

The cleaning and small repairs package covers:
- Checking and cleaning the rental equipment including tie and transport holes
- Welding and closing holes in the frames
- Rectifying, welding and grinding the edges of the frame profiles
- Closing drill holes in the facing

The cleaning and repairs package does not cover the costs for parts that are lost or damaged beyond repair, for replacing the facing, for the replacement of facing sections for panels exceeding certain widths, and for repairs that require parts to be replaced, e.g. cross stiffeners or multifunction profiles. Such parts or work will be invoiced.

The advantages you will benefit from:
- Shorter rental period and reduced rental costs since you can return the rental equipment directly after its use
- Less time, efforts, labour, staff and space required on the construction site and no work interruptions due to time-consuming material check, cleaning and repairs on the construction site
- You will always receive high-quality MEVA rental equipment that delivers optimum results because MEVA cleans the parts with industrial machinery applying ISO 9001-certified methods